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8.1 Storyboard styles: Animators
approach storyboarding with an endless
variety of styles and techniques. (A) shows a
working storyboard element from George
Griffin's Head, while the schematic in (B)
represents the overall structure of that fin
ished ten-minute film. The National Film
Board of Canada encourages its animators
to use a standard format in presenting fin
ished boards for approval prior to produc
tion. In (C) the NFBC's template is employed
to present the beginning of Why Me 7, a
film by Derek Lamb and Janet Perlman.
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Storyboarding is the push that gets a piece of

animation going. And if you use a computer, this initial push

can take you a long, long way.

In this chapter you'll see that storyboards come in all

shapes and sizes, from nonlinear doodles to a wall covered

with fancy drawings. But the best part will be when you dis

cover how storyboards absolutely thrive in a digital production

world, how a series of simple sketches can become a literal

skeleton for your movie. At the chapter's end there is a case

study about Joe's Apartment, a feature film that stars ani

mated cockroaches.

It's extremely important to start off with a solid concept

of what a storyboard is. Think of it as the outline form of a

developing film or video. Storyboardsaren't just for animation:

live-action filmmakers, writers, production designers, and

special-effects designers regularly use storyboards to work out

their concepts. But the basic form is always the same: a col

lected series of single pictures, each of which represents a dis

tinct visual sequence or narrative element within the project

being developed.

For animators, it would be suicide not to storyboard.

Unlike live-action filmmaking, where one shoots scenes in a

variety of ways and then finds the final form through the edit

ing process, in animation you never want to execute a finished

scene that might be discarded, because this process costs too

much time and money. The useof small sketches gives the ani-



mator a spectacularly clear and inexpensive

way to work out his or her creative vision.

Have you noticed how difficult it is to

explain the imaginative story lines that car

toons so often follow? It can be downright

impossible to describe projects that push

into realms of the abstract and the fantastic.

A storyboard can help here. It is useful in

explaining a concept to people you are

working with (animator friends, camera

people, writers, musicians, etc.). and be

comes absolutely essential in explaining a

proposed project to producers and clients.

STORYBOARD STYLES

Look through the sample storyboards that accompany this

chapter. What should be immediately evident is that the act of

storyboarding can be undertaken in many different ways. This

makessense: Each movie has its own requirements and its own

set of elements that the animator isworking out. In addition to

the pictorial elements, boards usually include important infor

mation about the script and dialogue, camera moves, special

effects, and sound effects.

Commercial animation production houses and advertis

ing agencies have made the storyboard into a high art form.

Their renderings are done by well-paid specialists who place

.each color drawing on fancy, precut mounting boards. A typi

cal "show" storyboard wHi also display verbal notations (script

and descriptive information) that have been typed and

mounted beneath appropriate panels. Figure 8.3 is a photo

graph of one such highly finished presentation storyboard.

For most independent animators, however, there is

nothing precious about a storyboard. It is a tool and an aid, not

a piece of art. Sketches are made quickly and revised often. A

standard storyboarding procedure is to create each sketch on a

different card or sheet of paper. All drawings are then tacked

up on a bulletin board. This technique makes it possible to

study the overall film-to-be. And it makes it easy to change the

order of scenes and to insert or delete an entire set of draw

ings. At the Disney studios in Burbank, California, there are

c
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8.2 Storyboardlng a. you go: In
many "direct animation" techniques that
involve image manipulation under the cam
era, it is difficult to storyboard onto paper.
The clever designer knows, however, that it
is important to follow a plan and to work
this out in advance with sketchesor pho
tographs. Here is Caroline Leaf's animation
setup, (A), with camera pointing down to
the rear-lit area where she works (see Chap
ter 11: Sand and Paint-on-Glass Animation).
Note the smaller drawings on either side of
the filming area which Caroline uses to
guide her technique of painting directly
onto glass. Someof these are shown in the
enlargements, (8).

A

8
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entire rooms with cork-lined walls where the principal anima
tors and directors of feature films mount and study thousands
of individual sketches used in planning an animation feature.

STORYBOARD FUNCTIONS

A pair of related questions almost invariably presents itself as
you prepare a storyboard: "How many pictures should I use?"
and "How much detail should I show?" Toanswer these ques
tions, it is necessary to consider the different functions that a
storyboard serves.

Conceptualization. The storyboard is a tool for working
out a project's core idea and structure. Even when the notion
you've got in your mind seems absolutely detailed and com
plete, getting it down on paper is always a creative step. The
process of visual thinking releases new energy, new insights,
and new ideas. Best of all, developing a storyboard lets you see
the problems and challenges of the project ahead. In fact,
many would say that the real creativity starts only after that
inner notion has had its first concrete expression on a story
board. No matter how informal, that initial set of storyboard
panels makes the concept accessible in new ways. You areable
to step back from the idea and study it with more objective
eyes. Various component elements can now be seen indepen
dentlyof the central concept.

Key Moments. The storyboard should represent all key
moments of the film, whether they be a story or an abstract
piece. The number of indivtdual drawings needed to do this
can vary widely. If you think of ascene as screen action taking
place during one stretch of time and in one location, then
each scene should be represented by at least one drawing.
More often, each scene is made up of a number of different
shots: wide-angle "establishing" shots and various medium
shots and close-ups. There should be a separate drawing for
each of these.

Flow and Transitions. The process of storyboarding
should directyourattention to two particularly trickystructural
elements. The first of these is the orderor sequence of individ
ual shots andscenes. Will the viewer beable to follow the flow
of scenes without getting confused? Is emphasis placed in the
right place? Is the pacing varied enough to stimulate interest?

8.1 A "sh.w" .t.'Y....rd: Drawings and dia
logue are formally mounted on a precut storyboard
matte. This sample is from an unproduced project by
George Griffin.
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8.4 A wall as tool: The wall beside ani
mator John Canemaker's drawing table is
used as in impromptu (but productive) plan
ning/storyboarding tool. Courtesy John
Canemaker.

The study of your project's visual development and

sequencing-of those building blocks of scenes and shots

will lead to a study of the transitions between them. Here is

one of the most challenging areas of animation design.

Detail, Composition, and Aesthetics. How much detail

does there need to be in an individual drawing? The right

amount is the amount that works for you and that allows

others to understand your plans. A few very rough sketches

can do the trick. Or you may find it essential to execute ren

derings that are every bit as finished asyou can make them

formal drawings with full color and complete detail. All draw

ings in the same storyboard need not be drawn at the same

level. However, it's a good idea to have at least one well

detailed image for each new scene that shows the full back

ground, the color palette you are using, the styling of

characters, and so on. But once that is done, action sketches

can be very schematic.

When you havea full storyboard spread out, you will dis

cover patterns in your visualization process that you didn't

know existed. Are frames composed in too predictable a fash

ion? Is there a rich enough mix of angles and points of view?

What balance is there among colors? Isthe important informa

tion presented with emphasis? Are characters sharply por

trayed both by how they look and the detailed action you've

given them? Are there enough close-ups? Are there enough

establishing shots?

Logistics. Look at the storyboard with a practical eye, not

just an artistic one. Does the project call for tools that you

don't have? What new techniques will you need to learn? (an

you reasonably expect to finish the project in the time you wit!

be able to put aside for it? What is the cost of this production?

The list can go on and on and on. Check out Chapter 18 for

more about production planning.

DIGITAL STORYBOARDING

When pencil lines on paper become pixel forms on a computer

screen, the storyboard starts to become a very different animal.

The process begins with an easy step: Drawings done on paper

are scanned into the computer or, using a digital drawing

tablet, you can draw directly into the computer. Any paint!
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draw software application will let you make a set of image files

that become the building blocks of the storyboard.

The next task is to bring these images into a single story

board-most often in the form of a document that is printed

out on paper. Today, just about every motion graphics applica

tion provides templates specifically designed for storyboarding.

You'll find it's a snap to scale the same image file bigger or

smaller, depending on whether you want to post individual

panels onto a board or squeeze them down to standard 81/ 2

by 11-inch pages. If you can get your hands on the right ink-jet

printer, you can wow your colleagues, teachers, and friends

with full-color boards.

Remember that digital storyboards are working animals,

not just creatures of beauty! There are many different kinds of

hard information that should accompany the image files,

including dialogue, notes on direction, sound effects, and

questions about technique.

BOARDS TO ANIMATICS TO
LEICA REELS

Storyboard still images are adequate for discerning the visual

look and sequence of a developing project, but once they

reside in the digital domain, it becomes possible to add some

thing else: duration. This is the great switchover that turns a

storyboard into an animatic and, in due time, into a full Leica

reel and eventually into the completed animation itself.

, Let's talk nomenclature. The term animatic is generally

used to describe a film, video, or computer-based presentation

of the still drawings that comprise a storyboard. Sometimesan

animatic will represent movement within a stationary piece of

art. For example, if the board calls for a pan across a scene, the

animatic emulates the move. Working in film or video, either

the camera pans across the single storyboard panel or, alterna

tively, the camera is fixed and the artwork is moved in front of

it. On the computer, an animatic displays the sequence of

drawings according to timing instructions given to the clock

that hums inside every single computer. Many software pro

grams create animations in this way. The best one of these is

After Effects, because it is so adept at adding camera moves

and transitional effects to storyboard drawings.
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8.5 The animation tribe: Thesesix panels constitute the storyboard for the opening sequence of a CD-ROM about
animation. Each drawing represents the action for a short scene. Timings are suggested: Each scenewould overlap so
that the final open remained about twenty seconds long. Note that the "frame" resideswell inside each sheet, leaving
room to work out the transition. The writing consists mainly of working notes that Kit Laybourne wrote to himself.
You'll also see how ideas are worked out by quick sketchesdone in the margins.
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The great switchover continues its march toward true

animation with something called a Leica reel. This unusual

name comes from an early stage in the development of charac

ter animation. In the first studios, a cheaper camera was used

to film the registered sheets of pencil drawings. The results

were called pencil tests. But when the various scenes were

edited together, the edited version became the Leica reel

named after the German camera that filmed the pencil tests.

The process of shooting the final art (inked and opaqued cels

over watercolor backgrounds) was done by more expensive,

specialized cameras with brand names like Oxberry or Acme.

Anyway, the name Leica stuck to the aggregate of test footage

that had been edited together.

In the Leica reel rendition of the storyboard, two addi

tional elements are added. The first is the sound track. Leica

reels are always built upon at least one of the audio tracks

usually a voice track. But there are also enriched visual materi

als. The Leica reel is the repository for test footage: either pen

cil tests in 2-D cel animation, motion tests in stop-motion

techniques, or wire frame tests in 3-D. The Leica reel starts out

as an animatic but over the course of the animation testing

evolves into a full-motion version of the completed project,

albeit a visually impoverished version composed of test

footage, not final footage showing fully produced art.

The Leica reels are handled by the editor, who "drops"

the full-motion tests into the work print for film or rough

video for video versions. Eventually the editor replaces test

footage with the finished footage.

Let's summarize the incredible metamorphosis that is

possible if you are working digitally. One begins by scanning or

drawing individual images that stand for an entire scene. The

addition of rough timings makes the board into an animatic.

The addition of a sound track and test footage (pencil tests,

wire frame tests, motion capture tests) evolvethe animatic into

a Leica reel. Ongoing art production and rendering transform

the Leica into the real McCoy.

At every step in this process, the animator gains a fresh

look at the work in progress. The evolution is easy, fast, inex

pensive, seamless, and way cool.
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8~6 CASE S-rUDY:DlgltaIStory:boar.dlngaFeatu"e
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Roach makings spread out at the workshop
of Fly Films, in New York City.

It's almost a miracle when the spirit of Independent Animation 

provocative, original, risk-taking - makes its way undiluted into

the high-stakes world of feature films. But this is exactly what

happened when John Payson, an MTV producer/director, got a

chance to expand a short film he made for TV into a full-blown

theatrical release.

In this case study, John Payson describes the ideation and

design process through which he guided the miraculous produc

tion of Joe's Apartment.

A few years ago, I was sitting in my apartment in New York City,
hating life and watching cockroachescrawl over the walls. "Well,
things could be worse," I said to myself. "At least the roaches don't
talk." And then I thought - wait, what if they did? That's how the
idea for Joe's Apartmentwas-born.

It started out asa three-minute film that aired on MTV, and eventu
ally became a full-length feature film for Geffen Pictures- and all that
from one lousy day hanging out in my grungy EastVillage apartment!

Once I had written the feature script, it was time to start working
on the storyboard. Drawing a picture is a great means of conveying an
idea, because if you can make somebody see your idea, you don't have
to explain it.

We had a big room in the Joe's offices where we pasted up the sto
ryboards as fast aswe could draw them, so we could start figuring out
the best ways to turn these drawings into reality. If we thought we
could make a scene work with live bugs, we tried that first. We actually
got one of the live critters to land on someone's nose!

But when the story called for shots that the bugs just couldn't do
on their own, like swarm in very specific, controlled patterns, or act in a
recognizably human manner, we turned to animation.

Joe's Apartment is mainly a live-action film, but within its 83 min
utes, there are 14 minutes of animation: about 2 minutes of stop
motion and 12 minutes of computer-generated (CG) animation on
live-action backgrounds.

C D E

Theseclose-ups of roach construction show the sophisticated metal armatures around which the superrealistic characters
are built. The armatures allow animators to reshapethe stop-motion actor during the filming process.
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Stop motion is a great technique for animating insectsbecause bugs
move in odd, quick, jerky ways, and the crisp, no-blur movement of stop
motion can capture that really well. Since insectsare too small and deli
cate to manipulate effectively, we built realistic plastic and aluminum
models of roaches, six times normal scale. This upscaling enabled us to
get real character into the roaches, but it also made it unfeasible to
place them in normal-sized environments or interact with real humans.
For shots that had lots of roaches, or where the bugs interacted with Joe
or real objects, we placed computer-generated roacheson real-life back
grounds.

For the computer-generated animation, we created a "virtual" roach
model in the computer. A roach is an ideal kind of object to model in a
computer becausecomputers are able to render something hard and
shiny, like an insect's shell, much more easily than something stretchy
like skin, or soft like fur.

We worked really hard to make the computer model realistic, re
creating the slightly translucent quality of their legs, and the greasy

'gunk they secrete all over their foul little bodies. One of the great
advantages of CG animation is that when you build one model, you can
replicate it over and over again to create scenes with hundreds of mod
els. With stop motion, you have to build each individual model, which
becomes extremely costly and time-consuming. It's lucky that all com
mon household roaches (Periplaneta americanus) really do look very
similar. We were able to usejust one virtual roach model for all of our
roach characters, who were individualized only by their voicesand the
unique way each character was animated.

All the CG animation was composited onto real live-action back
grounds. When we shot these background "plates," we had to make
sure there was no unwanted movement in the camera, and that the
depth of field was great enough to minimize the movement of the ani
mated bugs in and out of focus. Once we had shot a plate, we always
took a frame of "references" - a model roach on a stick (which we
termed an R.O. 5.), along with various cubes, balls, and grids that

F
Here isan example of "flocking" anima
tion. This shot showstwo roaches break
ing into Joe's apartment, with swarms of
their fellows appearing on all.sides.

Roach~s·onthe

setand.asthey
appeared in the
feature film.

G

H

J
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This shot incorporates both character ani
mation and flocking animation. The
roaches on Joe'schest are hand animated
via stop-motion techniques and are repre
sentative of character animation, while
the roaches approaching him from alt
sides is an example of flocking animation.

This is an example of anamorphic behavior:
One of the two roachesstanding on the
spoon is scratching its head in a very
humanlike manner. This is referred to as
"character animation."

This photo illustrates the production scale
of the stop-motion animation.

showed the animators the volume of space visible in the frame and the
direction and intensity of the light. Armed with this information, we
were able to exactly replicate these characteristics on the virtual charac
ters. It got to be a ritual after a while: After we got the background
shot, somebody would bellow out "R. O. S.!" or "Balls and cubes!"

The CG animation in Joe'sApartment splits primarily into two types:
character animation, where individual roaches are animated frame by
frame, and flocking or herding animation, where the computer is
allowed to program a degree of random movement to a whole bunch
of objects at once. As a rule of thumb, very human-looking action, like
when a roach scratches his head in puzzlement, is probably character
animation. Swarms, like a shot with hundreds to thousands of roaches
menacing the bad guys, tend to be rendered with flocking animation.
Some kinds of CG animation are so complex that they mix both types of
animation. But the only way to figure out how to approach the solution
is by drawing a storyboard first.

Storyboards are really the first place where a movie comesto life.
They're that critical step from the written word to the visual image. And
they're fun to play around with - you can certainly indulge your cre- .
ativity most freely when it's just you and a pencil!

The board you seehere is for a musical sequence, "Garbage in the
Moonlight," where the roaches introduce themselves to Joe for the first
time. This sequencewas a blast to make, because I wrote the lyrics of
the song aswell asdrawing the storyboard.

I wrote each line with an image in mind and then gave the lyrics to
the composer, who turned them into a song. Once a version of the song
was recorded, we fed the music and the images from my storyboard
into the computer. We were then able to make what we called a
"board-o-matic" - storyboard images edited to the song - which gave
us a rough little movie to work from even before we shot a foot of film.
It was helpful to see how each image worked with others in a given
sequence, and also exactly how long each image needed to last, before
we started shooting.

The editor input the "board-o-matic" images into the Avid editing
system, and asthe shots were finished one by one, he replaced the still
images of the storyboard with moving pictures. .

The "rniniboard" for "Garbage in the Moonlight" follows. We called
it "mini" because the storyboard panels were small enough on the page
to leave room for other information, like the accompanying screen
direction and checklist of possible effects techniques. A box by the bot
tom left-hand corner of each panel indicated the length of the shot in
seconds.

The checklist for techniques lists "Live" for live action (live cock
roaches); "Rig" for a special camera rig that had to be constructed for
the shot (rig also refers to puppeted action); "CG" for computer-gener
ated animation; "SM" for stop-motion animation; "2-0" for cel anima
tion, matte elements, or both; and "Other" for some weird hybrid path
to achieving the shot. Image 1 shows all of this information. In the
interest of space, we provide only the image and description of the
remaining panels.
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Images 7-8
In this shot, both the roaches and the roach tray are CG objects - a real roach tray
couldn't bulge, hop, and spin like thatl

Images 10-11
I wanted to zoom from a close-up to a wide shot in this scene, but tracking Iive
action camera movement with a computer is a very difficult process, unlessyou
have a very expensive computer systemcalled "motion control," which we didn't.
As a result, we-shot most (but not aliI) of our CG shots with a stationary camera.
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rd (and the cord itself) are CG objects.
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Images 12-13
I pictured this scenewhere the roaches put on some cheesy high-school musical pro
duction to entertain their pal Joe, using real cast-off material. Everything in this little
diorama is real and moves except the insects. The ship was a container of sesame
noodles with chopstick masts. This shot worked so well we let it take over the time
of Image 13, which we never shot.

Image 14
A reverse angle of Joe listening.
"Listening shots" are very useful 
they're great for covering dialogue
changes or bridging difficult cuts.

Image 15
Again, everything in this shot was
puppeted except the insects.
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Image 16
A listening shot - Joe's getting sleep
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Images 17-18
We used a rig in this setup becausewe wanted Joe's dirty sock to visibly smoke like
the cartoon image of a bad smell. Rigscan be pretty simple. In this case, it's a burn
ing cigarette pinned behind the sock.
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Image 19
Live action.

Image 20
CG animation.
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Images 21-29
This was one of the most difficult shots in the film and is a perfect example of how important storyboarding is to a project.
Because it contains CG animation, 2-D compositing, live-action camera movement, and time-lapse photography, it took an
incredible amount of coordination to pull off. A set had to be built to accommodate the one-story crane up
to Joe's roof. Then the second part of the shot is time-lapse footage taken from the roof of my apartment building, depicting
the skyscrapers of Manhattan going out, followed by the dawn, which took months to shoot.

Both live-action shots were married together, the bug was animated in the tab pull, and the time-lapse image of the dawn
was digitally touched up. This ends the first"act," and I think it's one of the coolest shots. in the film.

, Screen-grabs, storyboards, and photos courtesy John Payson, Peter Wallach, Blue Sky Studios, Chris Wedge, Geffen
Pictures, and MTV Networks.

Credits: Writer and Director: John Payson Executive Producer: Abby Terkuhle Cockroach Wrangler: Ray Mendez MTV Short: Stop-Motion Direc

tor: William R.Wright Feature: Storyboards: John Payson, Dan Shefelman, and Jeff Wong Visual Effects Producer: Mike Turoff Stop-Motion Anima

tion: Peter Wallach Computer-Generated Animation: Chris Wedge Composer. RoachSongs: Kevin Weist A.C.E. Editor: Peter Frank
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